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The sacred city of Ban�� as on the River Ganges is one of the oldest living cities in the world—as

old as Jerusalem, Athens, and Peking. It is the place where Shiva, the Lord of All, is said to

have made his permanent home since the dawn of creation. There are few cities in India as

traditionally Hindu and as symbolic of the whole of Hindu culture as Ban�� as. In this eloquent,

finely observed study, Diana Eck shows how the city over the centuries has become a lens

through which the Hindu vision of the world is precisely focused.She reveals the spiritual and

historical resonance of this holy place where great sages such as the Buddha and Shankara

were taught, where ashrams, palaces, and universities were built, where God has been

imagined and imagined in a thousand ways. She describes the rites of its temples, the busy life

of its riverfront, and the exuberance of its festivals. She tells how people travel from all over

India to Ban�� as for the privilege of dying a good death here, for they believe that on the banks

of the River Ganges where “the atmosphere of devotion is improbable in its strength,” it is

possible to be released from the earthly round forever.In her account of the sacred history,

geography, and art of the city, its elaborate and thriving rituals, its myths and literature, and its

importance to pilgrims and seekers, Diana Eck uses her wealth of scholarship to make the

Hindu tradition come powerfully alive so that we come to understand the meaning of this

sacred city to the millions of believers who have been coming here for over 2,500 years.

In Banaras, Diana Eck... has written a notable book about this greatest of Indian pilgrimage

sites.... Her brilliant, comprehensive book seems likely to remain for a long time the definitive

work on this great Indian city.  � Washington PostThe most beautiful book... on India.  � Journal of

the American Academy of ReligionA major event among studies of India. -- John Stratton

Hawley  � AsiaEck is a master of tone here. She begins as dry scholar, allows her personal voice

to emerge and then, through judicious use of lyric quotations, advances to a striking level of

exaltation and triumph.... To take us gently off this high, Eck buttresses us-and her arguments-

with a truly amazing display of addenda; glossaries, calendars and appendices. One ends filled

with admiration and awe, not just for the vision given us, but for the scholarship and dedication

that made it possible.  � Los Angeles Times --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorDiana L. Eck is professor of comparative religion and Indian studies and director of The

Pluralism Project at Harvard University. She is the author of many books, including Dar´san:

Seeing the Divine Image in India and the editor of On Common Ground: World Religions in

America, a multimedia CD-ROM, both published by Columbia. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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Venkataraman Nilakant, “A Book that captures the Essence of India's Most Holy City. Diana

Eck provides a richly-textured, nuanced, sensitive account of a city that the Hindus consider

most holy. The book is based on observations, interviews and analysis of textual documents to

argue that the essence of Banaras remains unchanged despite numerous attempts to redefine

it by various invaders. For those Indians unfortunate enough not to be able to spend

considerable time in Kashi, this book is a welcome alternative. I found the detailed historical

accounts of Hindu temples in Banaras fascinating. Having spent nearly two hours at the Kashi

Viswanath Temple attending the Shringar and Shayana arthi, I can say without hesitation that

Diana Eck has captured the culture, spirit, ambiance and simmering spirituality of the city and

its temples amazingly well. This book is a must-read for all those interested in spirituality and

culture of Hindu India.”

Timothy Bever, “An introduction to a timeless city. I had the opportunity to go to Varanasi

(Banaras, Benares, Kashi), the 3000-yr-old city that is the one of the hearts of Hinduism, and

wanted to get up to speed before I went. This book (35yrs old) still captures the essence of

this timeless city. History, culture, religion: it does a good job of explaining what you'll

encounter. We stayed on the river in a guest house, and had a guide to walk us through the

back lanes and neighborhoods, and I found that the information in this book was an excellent

primer for what we experienced. Read it before you go, then I highly recommend that you read

it again after you leave. Nothing can prepare you fully for your first encounter with Varanasi,

but after you see the city, a rereading will help you put a lot of what you saw into perspective.

Four stars only because it hasn't been updated. This REALLY helped me understand and

appreciate the city.”

T. Roper, “Bought The Book After Reading a Library Copy. Other than tourist books, I haven't

read any other books about Banaras, so all I can really say about it is, it's very dense and gives

a ton more information than things like Lonely Planet and random stuff on the internet. It

covers a lot of history, but even just the chapter that gives actual details about the various



Ghats would be helpful for a tourist visit. It's also a very interesting book of history, whether or

not you ever plan to visit Kashi.”

William M. Drake Jr., “The Best Book on Banaras Bar-None. Diana Eck is not only a brilliant

scholar who writes with clarity and conciseness, but also an inspiring teacher who conveys her

passion for Banaras in this wonderful book. I spent a month in the city, visiting sites and

absorbing the culture presented in this indispensable volume and plan to spend another month

soon following up on the never-ending richness of the Holy City. This is the one book I can

recommend without reservation to anyone seeking an in-depth understanding of Hindu Gods

and Siva's City of Light.”

rreader10, “A very worthwhile read. I would highly recommend this book to anyone planning to

visit Varanasi, which I did. It gave me a much better sense of what the city really means to

Hindu pilgrims.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. a must have for your bookshelf”

Daniel A. Terragno, “rich and fun, after being back from India and five days .... Lovely, rich and

fun, after being back from India and five days in Varanasi I am already planning a second stay

this time at least a full week in this City of Light. Brilliant book!”

Al, “Great book. This book is very well written, informative and interesting.It gave me lot of

topics to survey in Varanassi during my photography trip there.I strongly recommend.”

Anirvan Dasgupta, “This is an amazing book. If you want to explore Banaras. This is an

amazing book. If you want to explore Banaras, or Kashi, and soak in its essence, this is a must

read. This is not a guide book. Professor Eck has used her love for the city and what it stands

for to draw a mental map of the eternal city. Even the common reader would be thrilled by this

book, which outlines the soul of Banaras in a syncretic manner. With this book, the uninitiated

will fall in love with Kashi and the regular ones will renew their age-old affair with this unique

city.”

usha iyer, “Varanasi-Place where death is celebrated. This is one of the best books I have read.

I have always been intrigued by Varanasi and God willing, I will visit it within a week. The fact

that a foreigner has taken so much interest in Hindu culture, language, rituals, rites, etc is

extremely commendable. The book is very detailed and I learnt a great many thing about

Varanasi.”

CHAITRIKA MAZUMDER, “A perfect depiction of the city of Banaras. A perfect depiction of the

city of Banaras. The history, the nomenclatures, reasons behind them and above all the

detailed description of the nooks and corner of the city easily keeps the reader attached to the

book till the very end. A perfect example of a non-fiction written with immense respect for the

ancient city.”

SS, “An excellent exposition of Kashi. Professor Eck has, with feeling, understanding and a

desire to unearth the jewel that is Kashi, offered a book that teaches, inspires and enspirits a

philosophy that would otherwise likely remain esoteric and arcane. Through her immensely

readable and enjoyable book, she narrates the story of Kashi, combining her scholarly



approach with one that is easily digestible by the lay reader. Written with great care, erudition

and empathy, it is an enlightening tome!”

Nitin Bhandarkar, “Brilliant book. Diana Eck has done such extensive study of the religious and

historical significance of Varanasi. And the style of writing is so eloquent, one falls in love with

the city even as we read the book. I am already planning to visit Varanasi ...so inspiring is this

book.”

The book by Diana L. Eck has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 175 people have provided feedback.
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